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GRAND MASTER SEX CHANGE  HASH FLASH RAW LIVER  
RELIGIOUS ADVISOR JUST CLACKER  HASH TRASH 

ANYONE/ SEX 
CHANGE  

HARE RAISER JAKE THE PEG  HASH SONGSTRESS FLOWER 0408 706641 

HASH CASH SMOOTH RIDE 0422 805565 HASH RECYCLER OVERPROOF  
HASH BOOZE 

TITUS/ 
CHEESECAKE 

 HASH NERD BIGFOOT  
HASH CAT’S PISS STRUQ FUQ     

 

Run 2302 Killer sets run despite many hills 
and chalk shortage 

Killer, Everton Hills 

Seems a while since I last penned a hash trash, and much has happened. Take, for instance the Hash 
2300th a few weeks back. Luckily theres a photo or two because there was no hash flash for Killers 
escapade in Everton Hills  on  Monday Night. 
 
Note confirming whether we were doing the ‘A’or ‘B’ route, Killer cunningly set off a few runners 
and a small number of walkers on what Edward Elgar would have termed the ‘Enigma Variation’. Up 
hill, down dale, up another hill, down another dale, we tiled through the dark Everton Hills 
moonscape, seeking any inkling of trail. It was clear Killer had used his electric bike as the gaps 
between markings on the downhills were significant. Still, we all got where we needed to be and it 
wasn’t raining, and Killer’s truck hadn’t gashed up his front lawn etc. 
 
Despite the small pack, we had a bit of fun, and even a few reasonable jokes from: B1, Ten Fingers ( I 
cant believe I just said that!), and Singapore Sling. Hash mash included copious amount of Chicken 
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and Chips, with some of the chicken crusted up with bicarb, and the latter cooked in a pizza oven. 
Such ingenuity. 

 

 
 

 
 

Reports  

Run Report- Cheesecake – suggested that there were no hills and it was well marked. Must 
have been different from the run I was on  etc- 3.5/10 
Walk Report- Vampire really enjoyed it, for the first time ever wanted a short one and still 
got a long one 2/17 
 
 

Charges 
Killer- Managing to set run despite chalk shortage 
B1- Smoothie award for self-promotion 
Vampire-took out her trash but forgot to write last weeks trash 
Dog- hashus interruptus with mobile phone……..twice 
 
 
 

Awards 
Shut the F***-up shirt- from FigJam to Dog for said unwarranted technological intervention during 
circle 
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Announcements 
• Flower related the news that BigFoot was quite unwell in St. Vincents Northside. We 

continue to think of Bigfoot and SilverFox and are grateful that a small number of hashers 
are able to support them both. 

 

Tonight’s Run 

2303 Titus- 10 Homestead Ct, Dayboro  

 

Run No Date Location Hare(s) 

2304 29.08.22 Lawnton Dog 

2305 05.09.22 TBC Wrong Way 

2306 12.09.22 Brighton/Sandgate Struq Fuq 

2307 19.09.22 Dragonly Park, Warner Yackety and Clacker 

2308 26.09.22 42 Sheehan Street, Kallangur Chunda 

2309 03.10.22 Queens Birthday, Run starts 1600 Jake the Peg and Snakecharmer 

  Other events  

 21.10.2022 Camping weekend Heartstarter 

  Founders Run To and From 

 


